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            Lee Maracle is a Native writer of Salish descent. She has tried to portray the culture of 
the First Nations, which is in direct contrast to that of the dominant White culture. In the writings 
of the minority cultures, we find that they give importance to matriarchal figures rather than the 
patriarchal. Despite their sufferings and their difficulties, the Mother figures hold the family 
together and are the main stay of the family. Xenophobia is definitely seen in the novel. 
However, it is only natural since it was the White culture that marginalized them in the first 
place. In this paper, an attempt has been made to look at the formation of identity in Native 
Canadian writing. The ‘strong mother’ archetype is also explored to highlight how it can serve as 
a model for the up- coming generation. 
             Native Canadian writing exposes the pain of racial segregation. No writer worth his salt 
has ever glossed over the  racial violence meted out to them by the colonizers. In poignant and 
poetic prose they have poured out their sufferings with dignity asking that they be treated with 
respect and honour. Frantz Fanon in his Black Skin, White Masks poses the question: “What does 
a  black man want”? He gives the answer that a black man wants to be white. It is perhaps 
natural tendency of mimicry. Identity construction is built into the very fabric of native writing. 
But the reverse is also true . The white man is also influenced by the people that he colonises. 
Tom, Marianne’s friend was married earlier. Nevertheless, he lost his wife and children to a 
White. Therefore, there is mutual suspicion and distrust. 

         The feeling of inferiority gendered in the native men is often a subject of discussion in 
post-colonial writing. The oppression at the hands of the Whites seems to emasculate them.This 
feeling of powerlessness and rejection inscribes their inferiority. The result is the violence, which 
is often directed against one’s family and society rather than against the enemy.  

        The Preface by Mike Meyers informs us about the context of the writing of the novel. 
Sundogs talks about the impact of the summer of 1990 on the Aboriginal people in Canada. 
According to Mike Meyers, the novel presents an opportunity to show how major events touch 
the lives of everyday people. The summer of 1990 stands out as a turning point in the evolution 
of Aboriginal rights struggle in Canada. Myers recounts that as one of the negotiators during 
those tumultuous days, he was deeply impressed with the spontaneous reaction that arose up 
across Canada. The events at Oka gave many Aboriginal people permission to express their 
frustrations about their oppression, and gave them an opportunity to look within themselves and 
become familiar with an almost forgotten sense of the self.  
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          Mike Meyers also describes  the “Run for Peace” all the way up to Oka. This was a real 
political event which was incorporated into the novel. Myers was happy that the efforts of the 
aboriginals had motivated and inspired young people to undertake an arduous and dangerous trek 
for peace. While the run did not materialize all the way to Oka due to threats of violence, some 
of the runners did participate eagerly and they offered their help to the overworked and stressed- 
out volunteers of the Aboriginal groups. Mike insists that their (the native runner’s) presence was 
like a breath of fresh air, their youthfulness brought in inspiration and their energy spurred the 
volunteers to carry on the good work. 
             Mike Meyers concludes the Preface by saying that for those engaged in the various 
processes of transformation going on in Canada, Sundogs stands out as a literary reminder of the 
responsibility  that they have towards  those who watch these activities and  are impacted directly 
or indirectly. Moreover,  it portrays the  Aboriginal people   as real human beings  who are 
buffeted by many forces and factors and highlights their on-going  struggle to make sense of it 
all. 
         The novel can be called a female Bildungsroman  because it seems to depict the formative 
years of Marianne and explores her moral and psychological development.. It seems to  ends on a 
positive note, with the heroine’s maturity as her rose tinted glasses are removed from her and her 
painful disappointments  are put behind her. and  she begins her life of usefulness ahead.     
According to M.H.Abrams, Bildungsroman  and Erziehungsroman  are German terms signifying 
‘novel of formation’ or ‘novel of education’. The subject of these novels is the development of 
the protagonist’s mind and character in the passage from childhood through varied experiences – 
and often through a spiritual crisis – into  maturity and the recognition of his or her identity and 
role in the world. The mode was begun  by K.P. Moritz’s Anton Reiser (1785-90) and Goethe’s 
Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship(1795-96). It also includes Charles Dickens’ Great 
Expectations (1861) 
      Sundogs can be termed as a female Bildungsroman. The story centres on Marianne. She 
belongs to a Native Canadian family and is a young  graduate who does  research in Sociology, 
but is innocent about the ways of the world. When the novel begins, we find Marianne trying to 
concentrate on her research paper on Divorce and Sociology. She finds that she cannot 
concentrate on writing the paper because her mother is watching the local news and is talking 
aloud at the same time. “Momma” , as she is called, is a formidable character who is very 
conscious of the rights of the Native Indians. She seems to be giving vent to her feelings of being 
treated as a secondary citizen in Canada. We understand that she is against the Premier for 
proposing to take off the welfare benefits enjoyed by the Native Canadians. Marianne’s Momma 
is a strong character and she raves and rants against the welfare cuts. However, Marianne is 
ashamed about the statistics of Indians on Welfare benefits. Marianne’s mother feels strongly 
though no one in  her family is on welfare. Marianne cannot understand why her mother is sad 
about people whom she has never met. She muses: “How Momma could get upset over welfare 
cutbacks is beyond me (4)”. She sums up her mother thus: 
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Momma knows a lot, but she didn’t attend much school. She can’t be numb about 
anything. She shed crocodile tears for that guy, Martin Luther King, when he died 
and everything and everyone else who suffered(4).      

 
The novel shows Marianne finding her moorings in a troubled family and a troubled society. She 
realizes all of a sudden that she has been kept away from many of the troubling instances in the 
family. She was considered as the ‘baby” of the family and was protected all along. In short, she 
was kept away from the reality of things. If they were discussing problems, they would stop 
suddenly when she entered the room. Therefore, she did not realize that the relationship between 
her sister, Rita and her husband Bill was not alright. Bill was a roof worker who spent his time 
boozing and womanizing, while Rita had to fend for her family. She had to work hard to study 
during her free hours to go through the University. Rita’s decision to divorce Bill comes as a 
shock to Marianne. However, all her early memories of Bill are of a jovial person who took her 
out to buy ice creams. She even suspects that that Rita may be splitting up because of her affair 
with a handsome native student whom Marianne meets accidently at the coffee vending machine 
in the hospital. 
          Marianne ironically makes the connection between the Sociology paper on divorce titled 
as Sociology of Relocation and its effect on Marriage and Divorce among Khatsalano 
Community which was once located in False Creek and the actual fact of divorce in the family. 
She is unable to digest it and blames Rita. She muses: 
                 In fact, I felt much better before I knew about divorce. In fact I felt  better when it was  
                 a sociology paper I only had to toy with. Now everything looks old and tarnished in  
                 the face of my family’s plot  to rid themselves of an unwanted human being(24). 
 
This is the first instance of a break in happiness in her sheltered life. Marianne feels that she is 
growing up suddenly and also that Nature is indifferent:  
                 Yesterday, I was young. Today the world opens up wounds fresh and  bloody and still;  
                 the earth rolls round the heavens, spilling sunshine  just as pretty as you please and I 
                 feel so old. She is a crass old  mother(26). 
 
Marianne’s scars are more emotional than physical. There are more horrors opening up in front 
of her. She has a rude shock when her eldest brother, Rudy’s wife, Paula turns up with a swollen 
face along with her two kids who have also been beaten up. She discovers that her beloved 
brother has turned into a wife-beater and womanizer. Momma, with her sense of justice, 
immediately supports Paula and her children and ousts Rudy until he comes to his senses. 
However, Marianne, when confronted with the situation, cannot help weeping loudly. This is 
how she describes the situation: 
                    Joseph is on his way and Joseph will bring to Rudy the only kind of justice he  
                    understands—a good hiding. But how did he get this way? The tears are still  
                    rolling out of my eyes liberally, but my body stops  making noise. The scene is     
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                    blurred, not just physically, but  internally; The memory of Rudy lacks  
                    understanding. It gives me no insight. His rage was there even before my memories 
                    began. My life lacks understanding. I managed to live twenty years without ever  
                    seeing anything clearly(54). 
 
Rudy’s acts of loving kindness towards her in her childhood passes through her mind and she 
wonders about the change that has come about in her brother. She admits her lack of clarity and 
her immaturity in understanding things. Here is an instance of suppressed violence against the 
colonizer turning against itself. Joseph, the quiet brother is a support to Momma and he promises 
to help her to find a house big enough to accommodate her huge joint family.  
           

 In sharp contrast to Marianne, is her eldest sister Lacey whom Marianne describes as a 
feminist. She has strong opinions about women’s rights though she adores and openly flirts with 
her husband Jacob. 
          The whole novel is focalized through the central character Marianne; everything is sieved 
through her thoughts and all the events are coloured through her eyes. The high point of the 
novel is the importance given to Native Canadian rights. Momma often refers to the “cultural 
genocide” of the Natives whereby the Whites could claim the land as their own. Lee Maracle 
chronicles through Momma’s story how epidemics were common in the villages of the reserves 
and how large numbers of them died due to lack of medical care and nutrition. Afterwards whole 
villages were declared to be the White’s property when the whole populations in the villages 
were wiped away. 
          An important absentee character in the novel is Elijah Harper. He is the MLA from Red 
Sucker Creek, Manitoba fighting to table the report for the right of the Red Indians. He has to be 
successful in the three rounds in order to table the rights. The Red Indian community is proud of 
him and they applaud his efforts. When he is successful, Marianne feels vindicated that they 
have not been erased as a people but she feels that Canada has cut out its own people from 
learning about the Natives. 
          Another high point is Marianne’s participation in the relay at Oka to protest against the 
Whites’ taking over of the Native graveyards to convert them into Golf courses. This is a actual 
historical event incorporated into the story line. Despite the hindrances from the family 
members, Marianne manages to convince them of her firm determination to participate in the run 
for peace and they eventually give in to her desire. Nevertheless, they decide to send Lacey’s 
son, Paul, as her companion and protector. Despite the physical difficulties, the honks of the 
vehicles and the stone-throwing , Marianne takes part in the relay. But they give up the last leg 
due to threats of physical violence. The organizers themselves dissuade the runners. Marianne is 
very disappointed to go back without completing the last leg of the relay. Nevertheless, she gets 
a hero’s welcome back home.  Her participation in the relay in support of the Mohawks has 
transformed her spiritually and culturally: 

      The fabric of resistance and repression woven around Elijah and Oka has altered  
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       the texture of me. My mother has become a living breathing person full of good  
       sense and I am sorry I lowered the guillotine on cultural unity in my family. . . .  
       We are no longer victims, but people who have made a decision, established  
        a direction for ourselves after what seemed like  a century of floundering. . . . In  
        my mind, white men have become rootless, the lost, and the ridiculous. Maybe,  
        it isn’t upside down, maybe it has righted itself. . . . I am no longer on the  
        periphery of their world and cut off from mine; they are on the periphery of 
        mine(137). 

 
 This idea has changed her whole perspective on gender and race relations. While Elijah 

talks about nation building, we find Marianne slowly growing, realizing the burdens she has been 
carrying as a woman and as a native. According to Sylvie Vranckx, Maracle’s work does not 
gloss over the violence of exploitation, racism, and institutional cynicism; she emphasizes 
common humanity and the need for the diverse populations of Canada to decolonize their lives 
by sharing their ‘truths’. Ultimately, her depiction of the Native-White race-relations highlights 
the ambiguities and tensions. Her aim is to re-configure the Canadian identities and she envisions 
a brighter future in which both peoples know their history, which also entails an awareness of 
past conflicts and the legacy of institutional racism. Discomfort and the unmasking of painful 
truths, may then be a first step towards bridge-building and the establishment of more 
harmonious relationships between communities. 
      One factor that delayed Marianne’s integration into the Native culture and its belief systems, 
was the fact that she had studied in European schools and the University. Her family wanted her 
to be “educated” and therefore they did not initiate her into their native language. Her lack of 
knowledge of the Native language is a sore point for Marianne. She feels excluded from her 
family: 

                  Momma speaks to Auntie Mary in the same strange language Monique and Joseph    
                  spoke. Lacey and Rita both lean into the phone. They all speak this language. It must     
                  be ours. Rage, small and sharp  cuts through my sense of shame and shreds the fabric    
                   of  my belonging to these people(106). 
  

Marianne slowly realizes that she had been kept away from her native language so that 
she would not have any difficulty when she is sent to the European school. When she realizes the 
purpose behind her cultural alienation, she accepts her family’s love and joins their fold with full 
understanding. Nevertheless, she also realizes that as the lone native in a European class at the 
University she has been victimized: 
                    During the Elijah hours I realise I have been hauling ass across foreign terrain   
                    carrying two additional burdens on my back; racism and patriarchy. The instructors  
                    who tried to be liberal about women did not consider me a woman. I have been a  
                    Native, generic and sexless, for twenty years. Elijah knows that I am and always  
                    will be , Marianne, a woman(76). 
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        Mark, her boss at the office who is an Aboriginal rights lobbyist, is another factor who helps 
accelerate her growth. He falls in love with her and is responsible for her initiation into the 
world, but their affair comes to a quick end when he suspects that Marianne is seeing James, a 
white blond boy .Mark freezes up and erases Marianne from his mind for a time but gets back 
together when he realizes that his suspicions were baseless.  The Native is forever threatened by 
the white man and is afraid of him replacing him even in the bedroom. Eventually Marianne 
realizes that Mark had been married earlier but that he had lost his wife and two children to a 
white man. Moreover, they did not want to have any further connection with him. Probably that 
is why he feels threatened by James. Mark feels that the white man now owns everything and he 
wants to enter the native’s bedroom, too. Feelings of inferiority are inscribed in the Native men. 
And sometimes this comes out as aggression against their own kind.     
            Marianne eventually realizes that all the old native women are survivors. They have 
pulled through sickness, poverty, violence and death to reach where they are now. The 
experience has given them knowledge, which no bookish knowledge can equal. As Marianne 
grows and matures, so does her opinion about her mother. Her mother who is initially 
characterized as a loony, lovable Native woman  becomes a person in her own right—strong, 
selfless , creative and loving. Throughout the novel, her stature keeps on increasing and at last, 
we come to realize that Marianne is what she is because of the sacrifices endured by her mother. 
She gradually learns to be proud of her raving and ranting Momma, and even of Lacey, who 
fights for her rights at every turn. In a way, the novel characterizes the transformation of 
Marianne from the joys and innocence of childhood to the maturity of adulthood through the 
interweaving of pleasures and pains. Marianne slowly realizes that she has been kept away from 
her native language so that she would not face the obstacles of bi-lingualism when she is sent to 
school. In a way, the novel can be termed a ‘female Bildungsroman’ because it shows the growth 
and maturity of the heroine. 

               Marianne’s attitude changes from criticism of her mother to a true and admiring 
acceptance of her strength and resilience. Even her name is symbolic of the two strong influences 
in her life, Auntie Mary and Anne, her mother. When we close the novel, we are left with the 
realization that ‘strong mothers’ give rise to strong daughters to carry on their tradition. Each 
Native woman is a survivor in her own sense.  Like Alice Walker who epitomizes her maternal 
ancestors for her creativity in her touching article, In Search of Our Mother’s Gardens, 
Marianne’s growing consciousness of her Aboriginal identity can be credited to her ‘strong’ 
mother : “The ability to hold on , even in simple ways ,is work [Native] women have done for a 
long time”(142).            
                 Sundogs can also come under the umbrella term documentary fiction. It is so called 
because it documents the trials and tribulations of the Native Canadians. According to 
M.H.Abrams, documentary fiction is a twentieth century variant of the historical novel, which 
incorporates into the novel not only historical characters and events but also contemporary 
journalistic reports eg. John Dos Passos’s  USA (1975) and E.L. Doctorow’s Ragtime (1975). 
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